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Abstract— Accurate and in-phase de novo assembly of
highly polymorphic diploid and polyploid plant genomes
remains a critical yet unsolved problem. “Out-of-the-box”
assemblies on such data can produce numerous small contigs, at lower than expected coverage, which are hypothesized to represent sequences that are not uniformly present
on all copies of a homologous set of chromosomes. Such
“heterotigs” are not routinely identified in current assembly algorithms and could be used for haplotype phasing
and other assembly improvements for such genomes. We
introduce an algorithm which attempts to robustly identify
heterotigs present in the assembly of a highly polymorphic
diploid organism. The algorithm presented is for use with
the 454 platform and for diploid assembly, but is readily
adaptable to other sequencing platforms and to polyploid
assembly.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
Genome assembly is a relatively young field, but one
which has been the subject of intense research. Motivated
by a desire to reconstruct the human genome as rapidly as
possible, the Whole Genome Shotgun strategy for genome
assembly was introduced [1]. In this approach, genome
structure inference is left entirely to software which takes
as input a huge number of short DNA sequences (“reads”)
sampled from the entire genome. Although this approach
was initially met with skepticism, a seminal paper provided
the necessary proof of concept [2] and, due to its simplicity
and cost-effectiveness, this approach has dominated genome
projects since.
There are two primary classes of algorithms that are
applied today to the Whole Genome Shotgun assembly problem. The first approach is referred to as the “overlap-layoutconsensus” approach and the second approach is based on
De Bruijn graphs. See [3] for a comparison of the two. We

will focus on the overlap-layout-consensus approach, but the
ideas regarding identification of heterotigs are applicable to
both.
Overlap-layout-consensus assemblers often construct a
data structure known as a “contig graph”. A contig is simply
a contiguous sequence of nucleotides inferred, via alignment
of the input reads, to be present in the target genome.
For various reasons, but primarily because of repetitive
sequence, these contigs can essentially never be extended
to full chromosome length in reasonably complex genomes,
using current technologies. For this reason, the contig graph
must represent not only the contigs themselves but also all
of the possible adjacency relationships between contigs that
are supported by the alignments. A common approach to
representing this information, and the approach used in the
454 software, is to let the vertices of the graph represent
contigs and the edges represent adjacency relationships
between contigs. Because contigs have polarity (a 5’ and
a 3’ end) the edges do not directly connect contigs, per se,
rather, they connect specific ends of contigs. For example,
an edge may indicate that the 5’ end of contig 25 is adjacent
to the 3’ end of contig 1.
Critical to the upcoming discussion is a clear understanding of why assembly algorithms tend to collapse repetitive
sequence into a single contig and the effect this has on
the contig graph. Consider the case where a sequence of
nucleotides (longer than the read length) occurs in the
genome 3 times. Reads which are sampled from entirely
within this repetitive sequence will align to each other with
near perfect identity and will likely be collapsed into a single
contig (in the absence of paired-end reads which align to
unique sequences bordering the repeat). We will assume for
demonstrative purposes that the sequences adjacent to each
of the 3 copies are themselves unique. In the contig graph,
the 5’ end of the repeat contig will be adjacent to 3 different
contigs, as will the 3’ end (see Figure 1).
Notice that in Figure 1, in order to extend the contig that
is currently represented as a collapsed 3-copy repeat any
farther than the repeat sequence itself, you must accurately
select a particular pair of contigs (one adjacent to the 5’

Fig. 1: A 3-copy repeat (collapsed in the assembly into a
single contig) in a contig graph. Each circle is a vertex in the
contig graph representing a particular contig in the assembly.
Solid lines between contigs (more exactly between specific
ends of those contigs) suggest that the contigs are adjacent
to one another in the genome. Contigs 1-6 are single-copy
contigs, each of which is adjacent to one of the 3 copies
of the repeat. Each instance of the repeat is surrounded
by a pair of contigs (one from the set {1, 2, 3} and one
from the set {4, 5, 6}). The pair of contigs surrounding a
particular instance of the repeat constitute the “context” of
that instance. When an assembly algorithm is unable to
accurately determine the context around a particular copy of
the repeat, contig extension must end at the repeat boundary.
Worse, if the algorithm extends a contig through the repeat,
but with the incorrect context, the resulting contig will
contain sequence from 2 different locations in the genome.

end of the repeat and the other adjacent to the 3’ end)
with which to extend the contig. If you are not careful you
might select contigs to use for the extension that are adjacent
to different copies of the repeat in the actual genome,
thereby constructing a contig that doesn’t actually exist in the
genome and whose 5’ and 3’ ends are in different locations
in the genome. For this reason, repeats longer than the
read length produce fragmentation of the contig graph and
consequently smaller contigs in the assembly. The correct
“context” for each copy of the repeat must be constructed
carefully, usually using paired-end reads at a known distance
and orientation with respect to each other.

1.2 Motivation
Highly polymorphic diploid and polyploid plant genomes
have proven to be particularly difficult to assemble. Plants
tolerate hybridization and polyploidization much more readily than most organisms that have been assembled by the
Whole Genome Shotgun approach. These data present different challenges to assembly algorithms than those presented
by highly homozygous diploid or monoploid organisms, for
which traditional genome assembly algorithms are primarily
designed. Notable examples of recent plant genome assembly projects include the small Fragaria vesca genome [4], a

relatively heterozygous grapevine variety [5] and the large
and ultra-repetitive maize genome [6].
Rubus idaeus cultivar ‘Heritage’ is an important commercial variety of raspberry which holds both biological
and economic interest. Heritage is resistant to many of the
most common raspberry diseases and has two raspberry
subspecies in its recent pedigree, namely, Rubus idaeus ssp.
strigosus and Rubus idaeus ssp. vulgatus. Such a scenario
is not unique to Heritage, and is very common in raspberry
breeding. Furthermore, hybridization, in general, is relatively
common among plants.
Despite being very similar in appearance, amenable to
hybridization, and prominent in the pedigrees of many
commercial varieties of raspberry, these two subspecies have
historically been geographically isolated with strigosus being
a North American variety, and vulgatus a Eurasian variety.
Furthermore, despite both varieties often being labeled as
subspecies of Rubus idaeus taxonomists currently favor
classifying these organisms as two different species, namely
Rubus strigosus and Rubus idaeus.
Until recently, and to a great extent even today, the
genomes of diploid and polyploid organisms have been
assembled and presented in a monoploid form. Such an
approach minimizes sequencing cost (greater depth is often
required by algorithms that attempt to perform true diploid
or polyploid assembly) and increases algorithmic simplicity
for such tasks as genome assembly, mapping reads to a
reference, and viewing a genome in a genome browser.
Despite these advantages, such an approach also has distinct
disadvantages. For example, diploid assemblies can provide
a more accurate depiction of sequence diversity within a pair
of homologous chromosomes than simple mapping back to a
monoploid reference can provide. This information can then
be used to improve numerous downstream analyses.
Genome assemblers that provide only a monoploid representation of a diploid or polyploid organism often contain algorithms that obscure sequence diversity or, worse, produce
sequence not actually present in the target genome. For example, sequence diversity can be hidden when an algorithm
deals with polymorphic regions by simply selecting one of
the possible paths and ignoring all other possibilities. In the
context of a highly heterozygous genome, the monoploid
representation of the assembly can often “jump” between
different members of a homologous set of chromosomes.
Worse, an assembler may deal with polymorphic regions
by producing a single contig that is a composite of the
polymorphic paths in the contig graph, thereby producing
sequence that isn’t actually present on any chromosome.
With the advent of next-generation sequencing technologies, the field of genome assembly is aggressively pursuing more accurate and comprehensive representations. The
Broad Institute’s ALLPATHS-LG [7] is a notable example
which represents the genome as the assembler actually sees
it, that is to say, as a graph, thereby maintaining important

information about sequence diversity that may otherwise
have been lost. Another fascinating approach, published very
recently, applies colored de Bruijn graphs to the genome
assembly problem in an attempt to assemble multiple eukaryotic genomes simultaneously [8] and to handle polymorphism in a more disciplined way.
We introduce an algorithm for identifying contigs present
in an assembly which represent sequences that are not
uniformly present on all members of a homologous set
of chromosomes. We have chosen to call such contigs
“heterotigs”, and their counterparts, which are present on
all members of the set, “homotigs”. The algorithm presented here leverages coverage statistics, adjacency patterns
between contigs in a contig graph, and paired end reads
to identify heterotigs present in the assembly of a highly
heterozygous diploid organism, and has been designed for
use with the 454 sequencing platform, but the concepts
are readily adaptable to polyploid assembly and to other
sequencing platforms. Robust identification of heterotigs
enables differential treatment of such sequences within an
assembly algorithm and presents opportunities for producing
more accurate and more complete assemblies of highly
polymorphic species.

2. Heterotig Identification
We are now in a position to more formally define the
problem with which this paper is primarily concerned. Let
R represent a whole-genome set of sequencing reads from
a highly polymorphic diploid species. Let C represent the
set of contigs produced by an assembly of R, parameterized
so as to separate “heterotigs” as cleanly as possible. Let
E represent the set of edges in the contig graph. Let
M represent the set of all meta-data available about the
assembly, for example, alignment depths for each contig,
contig lengths, etc. Let H represent the set of contigs whose
sequence is found on only one copy of a homologous pair
of chromosomes. Given C, E, and M is it possible to
determine H to within an acceptable degree of accuracy?
We will use a whole-genome sequencing data set from
the highly heterozygous diploid organism Rubus idaeus
‘Heritage’ throughout this section as an example data set.

2.1 Inference Based on Coverage Statistics
The first question that arises in the context of identifying
heterotigs is whether the depth of the read alignment from
which a particular contig is constructed can be reliably used
to infer the number of times the nucleotide sequence that
contig represents is likely to appear in the target genome.
Consider the idealized case where read sampling from the
genome is truly random and there are no other sources of
coverage bias, for example from PCR artifacts or cloning
bias. This idealized scenario is never realized in practice
but is instructive for the real-world case which we will
shortly turn to. Consider further that the organism being

sequenced is diploid and expected to have very high rates of
polymorphism. At every base in a particular contig there is
a multiple alignment depth. Take the average of these depths
across all bases in the contig and record this value as the
“contig alignment depth”.
What might the probability density function of contig
alignment depths in a highly polymorphic diploid assembly
look like? Let’s say for illustrative purposes that we have sequenced the genome to 60x coverage, which is now routinely
done with the advent of next generation sequencing. For a
diploid organism, genome coverage is typically calculated
in terms of the haploid genome size (total number of bases
/ haploid genome size), so this number is equivalent to the
coverage we should expect for a single-copy homotig. We
expect single-copy homotigs to be numerous and therefore
expect a mode at approximately 60 in the probability density
function. By this same logic, if heterotigs are indeed present
in the assembly in significant amounts a mode should also
be present at about half that coverage (30x). We expect there
to be some breadth to the distribution around each peak and
so high coverage will likely be necessary to determine if the
modes are indeed present. Some of the density will be at
much higher coverage (high-copy-number repeats) but we
probably have no reason to expect that a particular copy
number is more prevalent than another for high-copy-number
repeats, so we expect no significant modes above our singlecopy homotig mode.
Let’s now turn our attention to a real-world case. A
recent whole-genome shotgun assembly project collected
high-coverage sequence data from Rubus idaeus cultivar
‘Heritage’. The sequence was assembled using the 454
assembler and the resulting contigs were queried for their
contig alignment depths (see Figure 2).
Close examination of Figure 2 illuminates several interesting properties of the contigs from this assembly. First,
and most obviously, modes corresponding to our theoretical peaks (one peak composed primarily of single-copy
heterotigs and another peak composed primarily of singlecopy homotigs) are clearly discernible across contigs of all
lengths. If these peaks represent what we have hypothesized,
the homotig-mode to heterotig-mode ratio should be very
near 2, as is indeed the case, with the value ranging between
2.05 and 2.17 for the sets of contigs examined. Could
there be another explanation besides the heterotig-homotig
hypothesis we have presented for the strongly bimodal
distribution? If so, the alternate hypothesis must account for
why the lower mode (lower in terms of the coverage value,
not necessarily peak height) is at nearly exactly half the
coverage of the higher mode.
More encouraging (for the purposes of heterotig identification) than the mere presence of the peaks is the observation
that for many of the sets of contigs examined the density
between the peaks is very low, suggesting that, at least for
this data set, coverage can be used to make inference on copy
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Fig. 2: (a)-(g) Probability density functions (PDFs) of contig alignment depth calculated from the set of contigs produced in an
assembly of Rubus idaeus ‘Heritage’. Contig alignment depth is defined as the mean of the single-position alignment depths
calculated at each position in the contig. Each PDF analyzes contigs within a particular length class (CL = Contig Length).
Contigs with contig alignment depths outside of the interval [20, 90] are excluded. The largest contigs are predominantly at
“homotig” coverage while the smaller contigs are predominantly at “heterotig” coverage. (h) “Homotig” peak mode over
“heterotig” peak mode ratios for (a)-(g). The minimum value was 2.05 and the maximum value was 2.17

number. The bimodal nature of the distribution is consistent
across contigs of all sizes. In contrast, the relative density
under each peak differs dramatically for contigs in different
length classes. The longest contigs are predominantly singlecopy homotigs while the shorter contigs are predominantly
single-copy heterotigs. Furthermore, as the contig length gets
smaller the density between the peaks increases, although
never enough to make the peaks difficult to see.

2.2 Inference Based on Contig Graph Structure
If our hypothesis from the previous section is accurate,
namely, that the bimodal PDFs in the previous section
suggest an extremely heterozygous diploid genome where
many of the contigs are present on only a single chromosome
(as opposed to both chromosomes of a homologous pair),
then it is safe to assume that many of the heterotigs will be
broken at boundaries where they are adjacent to single-copy
homotigs. Consider a chromosome A and its homologous
pair B. Now consider a single-copy homotig C that is
present on both A and B. On chromosome A, C is adjacent
to a single-copy heterotig D. On chromosome B, by the
definition of heterotig, C must be adjacent to some sequence
other than D, and consequently, the extension of contig C
must be broken to account for these 2 different adjacencies.
Recalling that assemblers must break contigs whenever there

is a repeat longer than the read length (see Figure 1),
notice that in the context of such extreme heterozygosity,
single-copy homotigs can behave similarly to 2-copy repeats,
having one context in one homologous chromosome and
another context in the other, providing one explanation
for the extremely bimodal PDFs presented in the previous
section.
Assuming this explanation is correct, such data are not
likely to assemble well using traditional assembly algorithms. First, the assembly is likely to be extremely fragmented, with thousands, if not hundreds of thousands, of
small contigs. There will be many more “ambiguous” adjacency relationships between contigs than would be seen
in either homozygous diploid or monoploid assemblies.
Furthermore, the extent to which homotig order is consistent
in the two members of a homologous pair is critical to
the tractability of an algorithmic solution. If the order of
single-copy homotigs is strictly consistent the problem is
greatly simplified. Under that scenario, only a few different
signature patterns should occur in the contig graph, for
example, it is probably safe to assume that under such a
condition the graph should contain numerous “bubbles”,
locations where a single-copy homotig bifurcates to two
single-copy heterotigs which both immediately converge to
a second single-copy homotig.
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Fig. 3: (a) All contigs of alignment depth between 25 and 40 in various length classes were marked as “candidate heterotigs”.
The percentages given indicate the percentage of candidate heterotigs connected on either the 5’ or 3’ end to at least one
contig end which participated in exactly 2 edges (suggestive of a homotig-heterotig boundary possibly being the cause for
contig breakage). (b) The same as (a) except the percentage now reflects the percentage of candidate heterotigs that were
found in “perfect bubbles”. See Figure 4 for the precise way in which we have defined the term “perfect bubble”.

If this scenario predominates, assembling two homologous chromosomes exhibiting extremely high heterozygosity
would, to a considerable extent, reduce to the problem of
identifying heterotigs, and subsequently treating heterotigto-heterotig paired-end data differently than homotig-tohomotig paired-end data. Homotig-to-homotig paired-end
data would help lay out the structure shared between the
two members of the pair and heterotig-to-heterotig pairedend data could help keep one chromosome separate from
the other, to as great a degree as possible, when building
contigs. Notice that the higher the rate of heterozygosity in
this scenario the better because it gives you more heterotig
anchors for keeping each chromosome “in phase”.
What about the case where the order and orientation of
the homotigs differs somewhat between homologs? This
would mean that in addition to assembly “bimodality” in
the sense of having significant populations of both heterotigs
and homotigs, there would also be assembly bimodality
in the relationships between homotigs (a certain set of
relationships prevailing on one homolog, and another set
of relationships prevailing on the other). For example, on
one chromosome, a pair of homotigs may occur at one
distance and orientation with respect to each other, yet on
the homolog, the same pair of homotigs may occur at a
different distance and/or orientation. Such a scenario would
obviously pose tremendous difficulties to traditional genome
assembly algorithms. How do you correctly estimate the
singular distance between two homotigs using paired end
data when there are, in fact, two distances? How do you
layout a genome when there are, in fact, two different
layouts? The problems posed in this scenario would require
the assembler itself to also be “bimodal”, that is to say, it
would have to deal differentially with each homolog. The
multiple “modes” could be represented using multiple graphs
or by having multiple passes through the same graph. In
either case, the assembler would need robust and accurate
identification of heterotigs throughout the process.

The current manuscript does not attempt to perform a
comprehensive analysis of the contig graph patterns observed
in the assembly of Rubus idaeus ‘Heritage’, however, Figure
3 provides a sense of what the contig graph looks like internally. In particular it examines what the contig graph looks
like immediately around “candidate heterotigs” (contigs that
appear to be heterotigs based on coverage alone). Notice that
for contigs in every length class examined, large majorities
of the candidate heterotigs are connected either on their 5’ or
3’ end to a contig end that participates in exactly two edges,
providing a measure of supporting evidence for a homotigheterotig boundary (a particular end of a single-copy homotig, which is adjacent to a heterotig in one homolog,
would likely be adjacent to exactly one other sequence in
the other homolog, thereby participating in exactly 2 edges).
Furthermore, only a relatively small percentage of heterotigs
are found in “perfect bubble” patterns in the contig graph,
suggesting that algorithms which rely on simple graph patterns to identify heterotigs may significantly underestimate
the true sequence diversity. It is also interesting that, as the
average length of a set of candidate heterotigs decreases,
the percentage of those candidate heterotigs found in perfect
bubbles increases (see Figure 3).

3. Algorithm
Definitions:
A = Alignment depth of a contig
Bhc = Boolean, true if Hmin ≤ A ≤ Hmax
Bper = Boolean, true if Hcand is in a perfect bubble
C = A contig (a node from G454 )
Ce = A contig end (5’ or 3’)
Cnum = The total number of contigs in the assembly
G454 = a 454ContigGraph.txt file (from Newbler)
H = The true set of heterotigs
Hc = {C : C ∈ H} (with high confidence)
Hcand = Any C where Bhc holds

Fig. 4: Graphical depiction of a perfect bubble in a contig
graph. Edges connecting contig ends are denoted with solid
lines. A, B, C, and D identify contigs. (5’) and (3’) each
identify a particular end of a contig. We say the structure is
a perfect bubble when the following hold: (1) A, B, C, and
D are 4 distinct contigs. (2) All 4 ends of the heterotigs (B
and C) participate in exactly one edge each. (3) The ends of
A and D that are connected to the heterotigs participate in
exactly 2 edges each.

Hmax = Maximum A for a heterotig candidate
Hmin = Minimum A for a heterotig candidate
L = Length of a contig
P = The set of all “paired-end flows” reported in G454
Domain: {x : x = G454 }
Range: {y : y = Hc }
function IDENTIFY H ETEROTIGS(Hmin , Hmax )
Add to Hc all Hcand such that Bper holds
for all Hcand with L ≥ 2000 do
if Hcand connects to bif urcating Ce then
Add Hcand to Hc
end if
end for
while Hc grows with each iteration do
for all Hcand do
if P links Hcand with e ∈ Hc then
Add Hcand to Hc
end if
end for
end while
return Hc
end function

4. Discussion
We have presented evidence that complex plant genomes,
particularly highly heterozygous organisms arising through
hybridization or polyploidy, present unique and difficult
challenges to the Whole Genome Shotgun assembly problem
that are not encountered in either monoploid or homozygous

genome assembly.
When heterozygosity rates are sufficiently high, and
coverage sufficiently deep, it is possible to perform de
novo identification of “heterotigs” (sequences not uniformly
present on all copies of a homologous set of chromosomes)
via inference on a combination of coverage statistics, contig
graph patterns, and paired end reads (when available). These
heterotigs can then serve as guideposts in the assembly
process to improve assembly quality and completeness, as
well as to minimize how often the assembled scaffolds and
contigs “jump” from sequence in one homolog to sequence
in the other.
We have also given preliminary evidence suggesting that
algorithms that identify heterotigs via very simple graph
patterns, such as the perfect bubbles analyzed in section
2.2, are likely to underestimate true sequence diversity in
highly heterozygous species. Furthermore, we have suggested several ways in which more robust identification
of heterotigs could lead to more accurate and complete
assemblies for such data. This scenario necessitates a more
rigorous treatment of “heterotigs” which we begin laying the
foundation for here.
We believe that robust identification of, and intelligent
treatment of, such sequences could dramatically improve
the state of the art with regards to the genome assembly
of highly polymorphic diploid and polyploid species.
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